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Report a private number keeps calling me

By Chanel Adams It can make you feel uncomfortable when you receive phone calls from an unknown number, especially if the calls are fixed or occur in the middle of the night. You feel helpless, especially if the caller is harassing or threatening. You need to involve the telephone company and the authorities in this situation. They can
help you find out the owner of a private number and put an end to scary phones. Save the details of your phone call, including the day, time, and length of the call. If you receive more than one call from a private number, create a call log. If you live in a state that allows you to record phone calls, then use a tape recorder to record calls.
Report a phone call to your phone company and police. Fill out the police report using the information you created in the call log. This helps the police keep the situation up to date. Contact your phone operator. Ask your representative to turn on phone tracking on the phone line. This involves selecting a code, such as *57, that tracks back
to the police. The police will receive a phone number and can use it in a complex report. Request a phone number from the police. Most telephony providers provide details of the call to law enforcement. When the police receive a number and link it to your report, they will provide you with a number, including the name and address of the
caller. Invest in an online cell phone tracking service. There are services available on the internet that promise to track any mobile phone and provide information about the caller, including name and address. They only work on mobile phones, not landlines. Photo: ShutterstockThan are your annoying ex, persistent telemarketer or
someone else you'd rather not hear from, there are probably a few phone numbers you want to block. In fact, you have many options here, depending on the type of phone you are using. Let's take a look at what some of the more popular phones have built into. Block connections on AndroidThat's not a formula for Android users who want
to block connections — it depends on the device and operating system. Not sure where to start? PC Mag has some suggestions: You should be able to open the Phone app and select the last calls. Tap the number you want to block and find the command that says block and/or report as spam. Then you need to confirm the message
asking if you want to block the number. Which Android app is worth the space on your new smartphone or tablet? Trying to find the best of Read moreBlock an iPhoneLocking calls on an iPhone is pretty simple. Open the phone app, and then tap the latest one. Find the number you want to block, then tap the small info circle on the right.
From there, press Block this caller, then Lock That's it. Block calls on any phoneThe methods will work no matter what phone you have: Google VoiceOne with the best ways blocking calls involves using Google Voice. If you don't have a Google Voice account and live in the United States, sign up here. Blocking calls with Google Voice is
quite simple: you have the ability to send them directly to voicemail, treat all their calls as spam or block them completely. Here's how blocking works:Sign in to your Google Voice account. Find the call you want to block (or the voicemail that came out of it). Select the check box next to the call or voicemail. Click the more call-to-action link.
Select Block Caller. Google Voice has always been a reliable service (even if you don't have much love since ... Read moreSilence callAnother option is to simply mute the call. Although technically not a method of blocking connections, the result is almost the same. Just install a silent ringtone on your phone, then attach it to the numbers
you don't want to answer, and your phone will be silent when they call. Contact your carrierMost carriers have a way of blocking connections, even if they do not realize it. It usually costs money and sometimes falls under the Parental Controls heading, but it works the same way. AT&amp;T uses a feature called Smart Control to perform a
task. It's free for AT&amp;T Mobility customers, while the Plus Call Protect version with extended caller ID and reverse number search is available for $3.99 per month. Verizon has a free call blocking service for customers that tells you when an incoming call is likely spam and automatically blocks some robocalls. There is also an option
that is $2.99 per month, which includes caller ID and personal spam list. T-Mobile offers customers Scam ID and Scam Block features for free, which not only identifies potential spam numbers, but also gives you the option to block all possible scam numbers before the call even comes in. There is also a $4/month option that provides
caller ID for spam calls and will send entire categories of calls directly to voicemail. Sprint users can manage blocked connections from their My Sprint account settings. It also offers a Premium Caller ID app and a service for $2.99 per month that monitors calls from unknown numbers. This month, he called on you to cut back at the
expense many people overpay for: mobile services. Read moreIf you don't like operator options, TrapCall is an inexpensive service that not only blocks calls, but can even unmask numbers that appear blocked when they call you. It offers several other options, such as voicemail transcription for an additional fee, but for $4.95 per month
you'll get the basic features you're looking for. Although there is no universal solution, you have many options for blocking unwanted calls. You just need to find the option that best suits your needs. This story was originally published in 2013 and was updated on 12/9/19 to provide more accurate and up-to-date information. Ach, holidays.
Time to relax, enjoy large meals and make half-yearly phone calls you don't like it. Hey, I'm not here to judge. I thought our upcoming Thanksgiving weekend and soon-to-follow Festivus season seemed like the perfect time to talk about the easily overlooked option that awaits adoption (in a completely fetish and consensual way, of
course): the ability to turn any old phone into an active calling device connected to the current number, courtesy of Google.Why bother? Good question, Gilbert. But I think the real question is: Why not? If you have an old phone sitting around and growing crispy, it will give it a really practical new purpose. You can keep it on your desk at
work, in case you ever forget about your regular phone; store it in the travel bag as a spare, in case the battery dies during a standstill; toss it into the clipboard and have it as a ready-to-roll emergency phone; or take it with you to the gym and avoid the risk of pounding weights against the purty of your new primary phone while buff and
shine that wonderful torso. Capisce? Chapter. Here's the deal: Google Hangouts (which, against all odds, is mostly the case at the moment) has a hidden option to take over the identity of your current mobile phone number. Once configured, it allows you to make calls to and from compatible countries using your own number via any
available data connection. This means it will work with almost any old Android device - phone or tablet - as long as a Wi-Fi connection is actively available. If you're using Project Fi, you can go a step further and order a free SIM card that lets you make calls on the go over mobile networks at minimal additional cost. (You'll only pay for the
amount of data you use, at the same regular rate associated with your account.) All you have to do is follow these steps, which should take you a total of two to four minutes at most: Step 1: Download the Google Hangouts Dialer app on your old Android phoneIt's a separate app from the usual Hangouts app – though you'll need this app,
so go ahead and catch it if you don't already have it. (It should all work through one Hangouts app for iOS, too, by the way, so don't hesitate to give it a whirlwind if you have an old iPhone or iPad sitting and just tone in the magic dust of a fairy tale.) Step 2: Check your phone number with GoogleOpen the newly installed Hangouts Dialer
app on your mobile device and go to its settings (in the main menu on the left side of the screen). Tap the Google Account you want to use, and then find the option to verify your phone number. Tap it and follow the on-screen instructions. Google will send the PIN to the number you provide, so it will have to be the actual mobile phone
number (or which can receive SMS messages). Once your PIN is on, your number will be verified — and you'll almost be ready to choose your day. Step 3: Tell Hangouts to use your number for outgoing callsIn the same app settings menu you should now option marked as Outgoing Caller ID. Tap it and you'll be able to tell Google to use
your actual phone number every time you call in Hangouts. Once you've done that, for all practical purposes, connecting to Hangouts will be like connecting to your current phone. And it's all up to him! Now you can simply open the Hangouts Dialer app and go for the content of your heart. Such a happy Thanksgiving - and a happy calling.
Send my greetings to Aunt Gladys, wouldja? More holiday productivity fun: 20 great uses for your old Android Device Copyright © 2017 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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